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Abstract 27 

Background: Cocaine use accelerates HIV progression and worsens HIV outcomes. We 28 

assessed whether DNA methylation (DNAm) in blood mediates the association between 29 

cocaine use and HIV severity in a veteran population. 30 

Methods: We analyzed 1,435 HIV-positive participants from the Veterans Aging Cohort Study 31 

Biomarker Cohort. HIV severity was measured by the Veteran Aging Cohort Study index (VACS 32 

index). We assessed the effect of cocaine use on VACS index and mortality among the HIV-33 

positive participants. We selected candidate mediators from 408,583 CpGs that were both 34 

significantly associated with persistent cocaine use and VACS index by epigenome-wide 35 

association (EWA) scans. Mediation analysis was conducted on the selected CpGs and joint 36 

mediation effect of multiple CpGs were estimated.    37 

Results:  More frequent cocaine use was significantly associated with higher VACS index 38 

(p=2.7E-04) and cocaine use increased the risk of 10-year mortality (hazard ratio=1.10, p=0.011) 39 

with adjustment of confounding factors. Based on the EWA scan, 15 candidate mediator CpGs 40 

were selected and 12 CpGs showed significant mediation effect with each explained 11.3%-41 

29.5% of the variation. The joint mediation effect of these 12 CpGs accounted for 47.2% of 42 

cocaine’s effect on HIV severity. Genes harboring these 12 CpGs are involved in antiviral 43 

response (IFIT3, IFITM1, NLRC5, PLSCR1, PARP9) and HIV progression (CX3CR1, MX1). 44 

Furthermore, these genes were enriched in pathways involving in viral process (p=7.76E-08) 45 

and response to cytokine (p= 9.88E-07). 46 

Conclusions: DNAm played a mediation role between cocaine use and HIV severity. 47 

  48 
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Introduction  49 

Cocaine use is highly prevalent among persons with chronic HIV infection [1, 2]. Previous 50 

studies have shown that cocaine use accelerated HIV progression [3-6]. However, the biological 51 

mechanism of cocaine’s effect on HIV outcomes remains largely unknown. Some studies have 52 

suggested that cocaine use may worsen HIV outcomes due to poor adherence to antiretroviral 53 

therapy (ART) among HIV-positive participants [7, 8]. Other studies have demonstrated that 54 

cocaine’s adverse effect on HIV outcomes is independent of ART [5, 6, 9-11], supporting the 55 

hypothesis that cocaine exposure may lead to long-lasting pathophysiological changes in the 56 

immune system that worsen HIV outcomes.   57 

DNA methylation (DNAm) is an important mechanisms that haven been shown to associated 58 

with many environmental exposures such as smoking and alcohol[12-21], and diseases such as 59 

cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases [22-27]. Our previous study showed that two 60 

DNAm sites in NLRC5 was differentially methylated between HIV-positive and HIV-negative 61 

participants in peripheral blood [28]. More importantly, DNAm may play a mediation role linking 62 

environmental exposure and disease outcomes [29-35]. A recent study reported that DNAm 63 

sites in PIM3 (energy metabolism) and ABCG1 (lipid metabolism) mediated the association 64 

between prenatal famine exposure and long-term metabolic outcomes [33]. Another study 65 

reported the mediation effect of cg05575921 (AHRR) between smoking and the risk of bladder 66 

cancer among postmenopausal women [36].  67 

  68 

Previous studies have shown that the use of cocaine enhances HIV-1 replication and 69 

undermines immune function by dysregulating gene expression on HIV-1 entry co-receptors, 70 

enhancing HIV-1 cellular toxicity and dysregulating interleukins in the host [37, 38]. However, no 71 

studies have examined the role of DNAm on how cocaine exposure worsens HIV outcomes. We 72 

hypothesized that DNAm may mediate the effect of cocaine exposure on HIV severity. 73 
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 74 

In this study, we first validated previous findings by examining cocaine’s adverse effect on HIV 75 

severity and mortality. We further conducted a mediation analyses to assess the mediation role 76 

of DNAm sites (or CpGs) on cocaine’s effect on HIV severity using the Veteran Aging Cohort 77 

Study – Biomarker Cohort (VACS-BC). Lastly, we examined genes and biological pathways 78 

related with these CpGs. Our results provide new insights for the role of DNAm on how cocaine 79 

affects HIV severity.     80 

 81 

Methods 82 

Study samples: The Veteran Aging Cohort Study (VACS) is a prospective cohort study of 83 

veterans designed to study substance use and HIV related outcomes with patient surveys, 84 

electronic medical records and biospecimen data [39]. Baseline survey was conducted at the 85 

enrollment[39]. The follow-up survey of 5 visits occurred in approximately one-year interval [39]. 86 

Blood samples were collected in the middle of follow-up for a subset of participants in the cohort 87 

(VACS-BC) [40]. A total of 1,435 HIV-positive participants from the VACS-BC were used to 88 

examine cocaine’s effect on mortality and HIV severity, and a subset of samples (N=875) with 89 

DNAm data available were used for mediation analyses (Figure 1). Demographic and clinical 90 

information of baseline samples and a subset of the samples at the time of blood collection are 91 

summarized in Table 1.  92 

 93 

Assessment of cocaine use: The timeline of cocaine use assessment for each analysis is 94 

illustrated in Figure 1. Information on cocaine use status was self-reported through telephone 95 

interview for a total of 5 visits. We defined the “persistent cocaine use” group as self-reported 96 

cocaine use across all 5 visits, and “no cocaine use” group with self-reported no cocaine use 97 

across all 5 visits. This definition led to a subset of samples with 265 persistent cocaine users 98 
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and 202 non-users for the mediation analyses to eliminate the inconsistent response across 5 99 

visits and examine the effect of long-term cocaine exposure on DNAm and HIV severity. 100 

The frequency of cocaine use was also assessed at baseline (Figure 1). Each participant was 101 

asked “how often in the past year have you used cocaine or crack?”, from which cocaine 102 

frequency of use was coded as an ordinal variable: 0=never tried; 1= no use in the last year; 103 

2=less than once a month; 3=1-3 times a month; 4=1-3 times a week, and 5=4 or more times a 104 

week.  105 

 106 

Assessment of mortality and HIV severity: The timeline of HIV severity measurement and 107 

survival information for each analysis is shown in Figure 1. Mortality and survival year 108 

information were based on medical records. VACS index was used as a measure of HIV 109 

severity [41-44] and was obtained at each visit and at the time of blood collection (Figure 1).  110 

The VACS index was calculated by summing pre-assigned points for age, routinely monitored 111 

indicators of HIV disease (CD4 count and HIV-1 RNA) and other general indicators of organ 112 

system injury [41]. High VACS index corresponds to worsened HIV outcomes and VACS index 113 

is positively associated with increased mortality [45]. VACS index at same time with DNAm 114 

profiling was used for the selection of candidate mediator CpGs, and the average VACS index 115 

after the blood collection was used for mediation analyses (Figure 1).  116 

  117 

DNA methylation profiling and quality control: DNA samples were extracted from blood for a 118 

subset of 875 HIV-positive participants (Figure 1). DNAm was profiled using two different 119 

methylation arrays, with 475 samples profiled by the Infinium Human Methylation 450K 120 

BeadChip (HM450K) and 400 samples profiled by the Infinium Human Methylation EPIC 121 

BeadChip (EPIC) [40]. DNA samples were randomly selected for each methylation array 122 

regardless of cocaine use status or other clinical demographic variables.   123 

 124 
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Quality control (QC) for samples measured by each array was conducted separately using the 125 

same pipeline as previously described [46] by the R package minfi [47]. After QC, a total of 126 

408,583 CpGs were measured by both the HM450k and EPIC array remained for analysis. Six 127 

cell type proportions (CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, NK T cells, B cells, monocytes and 128 

granulocytes) were estimated for each participant using the established method [48]. Negative 129 

control principal components were extracted by minfi to control for background noise[47]. Batch 130 

effect removal was conducted by combat after QC [49]. 131 

 132 

Statistical analysis 133 

Cocaine survival analysis among HIV-positive participants at baseline. Survival analysis 134 

was conducted using baseline information among 1,435 HIV-positive participants with cocaine 135 

use frequency (0-5) and other covariates (Figure 1). Kaplan Meier analyses on 10-year follow-136 

up among HIV-positive and HIV-negative participants by cocaine use frequency (0-5) at 137 

baseline was conducted, and the Kaplan Meier curves were plotted by using the R package 138 

survminer [50]. A test on ordered differences of Kaplan Meier curves by cocaine use frequency  139 

was conducted by survminer [50].  140 

 141 

To adjust for confounding factors, Cox proportional-hazards model was used to assess the 142 

hazard ratio of baseline cocaine use frequency (0-5) on mortality during the follow-up using the 143 

R package survival [51]. The following model was used to calculate the adjusted hazard ratio 144 

among HIV-positive participants.  145 
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� ��� 
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�  log������� �� � � 
�  !"4 ����� � 
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We then added VACS index to the above model as covariate to assess whether the association 146 

of cocaine use frequency with mortality remained significant after adjusting for HIV severity.  147 

 148 
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Association between the cocaine use frequency and HIV severity among HIV-positive 149 

participants at baseline. This analysis was conducted using baseline information on cocaine 150 

use frequency (0�5), VACS index and other covariates (Figure 1). The following linear 151 

regression model was performed to test the association of the cocaine use frequency and HIV 152 

severity, adjusting for confounders shown in the following model.  153 
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Selection of candidate CpGs by epigenome-wide association (EWA) on persistent 154 

cocaine use and HIV severity. To select candidate CpG for mediation analysis, we conducted 155 

two separate EWAs on persistent cocaine use and HIV severity (Figure 1). Each EWA model 156 

adjusted for sex, baseline age, race, smoking, self-reported antiviral medication adherence, 157 

white blood cell count, estimated cell type proportions, negative control principal components 158 

and residual principal components, and the model details have been described previously [28, 159 

46, 52]. Since CD4+ T cell count is one component of VACS index, to avoid overrepresented 160 

CpGs associated with CD4+ T cell type in EWA results, we extracted top 1,000 CD4+ T cell 161 

type relevant CpGs based on data from FlowSorted.Blood.450k [53]. Top 2 principal 162 

components that in total account for > 80% variation of the 1,000 CD4+ T cell CpGs were used 163 

as covariates in the VACS index EWA model. The significance threshold was arbitrarily set at a 164 

more liberal threshed (p<0.001). CpGs with p<0.001 in both EWAs on the persistent cocaine 165 

use and HIV severity were selected as candidate CpGs for mediation analyses.  166 

 167 

Single-site mediation analysis and joint mediation analysis. The selected candidate CpGs 168 

were assessed as potential mediators on the association between persistent cocaine use and 169 

HIV severity among HIV-positive participants (N=467). We performed single-site mediation 170 

analysis using the R package mediation[54].   171 
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We used ( to represent the candidate CpGs(mediator), ) to represent persistent cocaine use 172 

status(exposure), * to represent the average VACS index after blood collection(outcome), and 173 

!
  to represent + confounding variables (sex, age, race, smoking, self-report antiviral medication 174 

adherence, white blood cell count, estimated CD8 T cells, granulocyte, NK cells, B cells, 175 

monocytes). The mediator model ��(|), !� examined the association between persistent 176 

cocaine use and CpGs:  177 

��(|), !� � 
�  ) � . 

  !
  
�


��

 

The outcome model ��*|), (, !� examined both the direct effect of persistent cocaine use on 178 

VACS index and the mediation effect by CpG: 179 
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�  !
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Thus, the mediation effect of CpG ( is /�
�, the total effect is /� � /�
� and the proportion 180 

mediated is /�
�/�/� � /�
��. The confidence interval and p-value were estimated by 181 

bootstrapping of 1,000,000 iterations.  182 

 183 

The joint mediation analysis on all significant mediator CpGs were conducted as previously 184 

described [55]. Assuming the independence between multiple mediators (�, (� , … , (�, the 185 

mediator model �2(�3), !4 for (�   is: 186 
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The joint mediation effect of CpGs (�, … , (� is ∑ /�
��
�
��� , the total effect is /� � ∑ /�
��

�
��� , and 188 

the proportion mediated is ∑ /�
��
�
��� /�/� � ∑ /�
��

�
��� �. The confidence interval and p-value 189 

were estimated by bootstrapping of 1,000,000 iterations. 190 

 191 

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis. We performed GO enrichment analysis for genes 192 

located near significant mediator CpGs using Database for Annotation, Visualization and 193 

Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [56]. To avoid redundancy in pathway names, we only used level 194 

4 GO terms defined in DAVID in the enrichment analysis. We considered biological pathways 195 

with false discovery rate (FDR) less than 0.05 as statistically significant pathways. 196 

 197 

Results 198 

Cocaine use affects HIV severity and mortality among HIV-positive participants. We found 199 

that among HIV-positive participants, higher frequency of cocaine use at baseline was 200 

significantly associated with higher VACS index (i.e., higher HIV severity, p= 0.00027), after 201 

adjusting for sex, age, race, viral load, CD4 count and antiviral medication adherence (Table 2). 202 

Higher cocaine use frequency was also associated with increased mortality (p=0.008, Figure 203 

2a). Such difference was not found among HIV-negative participants (p= 0.180, Figure 2b). 204 

Using Cox proportional-hazards model, this trend remained significant with a hazard ratio (HR) 205 

of 1.10 (95%CI: 1.02-1.19, p=0.011), controlling for sex, baseline age, race, viral load, CD4 206 

count and antiviral medication adherence (Table 2). Interestingly, when VACS index was added 207 

to the Cox model, frequency of cocaine use was no longer significantly associated with mortality 208 

(HR= 1.076, p= 0.058), indicating that cocaine’s effect on increased mortality may through HIV 209 

severity. Our results were consistent with previous findings that cocaine use accelerated HIV 210 

progression and increased mortality independent of antiviral medication adherence [5, 6, 9-11].   211 

 212 
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Selection of candidate DNAm sites for mediation analysis by EWA scan 213 

The EWA scan on persistent cocaine use showed good control of inflation (λ=1.034, Figure S1). 214 

A total of 497 CpGs met our candidate selection threshold (p<0.001). Interestingly, top ranked 215 

CpG site cg22917487 was close to epigenome-wide significance threshold (p<1.2E-07) with p-216 

value of 1.69E-07. This CpG site is located on CX3CR1, a gene that encodes a coreceptor for 217 

HIV-1 and leads to rapid HIV progression (Table S1).   218 

 219 

The EWA scan on VACS index also showed good control of inflation (λ=1.116, Figure S1). 220 

There were 876 CpGs that reached candidate selection threshold (p<0.001) (Table S2). Of note, 221 

6 CpGs reached epigenome-wide significance threshold (p<1.2E-07). These CpGs were located 222 

near the genes involved in viral and immune response (PARP9, IFITM1, CD247, IFIT3, VASN, 223 

RUNX1).   224 

 225 

We selected candidate CpGs that were both significantly associated with cocaine use and HIV 226 

severity (p<0.001) by two separate EWA scans of 408,583 CpGs for mediation analysis.  227 

Fourteen CpGs that both met our candidate selection threshold.  Additionally, cg22917487 in 228 

CX3CR1 showed strong association with cocaine (p=1.69E-07) and marginal association with 229 

VACS index (p=1.73E-03). Given its biological plausibility, this CpG was also included as a 230 

candidate mediator for mediation analysis. Overall, a total of 15 CpGs were selected as 231 

candidates to assess their potential mediation roles on the association between persistent 232 

cocaine use and HIV severity. 233 

 234 

Mediation analysis of candidate CpGs between persistent cocaine use and HIV severity  235 

We examined the mediation role of DNAm between persistent cocaine use and HIV severity 236 

(Figure 1). Average VACS index after blood collection to ensure that DNAm profiling preceded 237 

of HIV severity. Twelve out of the 15 candidate CpGs showed significant mediation effects on 238 
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the association between persistent cocaine use and VACS index with p-values ranging from 239 

1.00E-06 to 0.00307 (Table 4). These results remained significant after Bonferroni correction 240 

(p<0.0033). Each CpG mediator explained between 11.3% to 29.5% of persistent cocaine use 241 

affecting HIV severity. These 12 CpGs collectively mediated 47.2% of the cocaine’s effects on 242 

the HIV severity.  243 

 244 

Significant mediator CpGs are located near 11 viral and immune response genes: MX1, PARP9, 245 

IFIT3, IFITM1, NLRC5, EPSTI1, PLSCR1, TAP2, TAP1, CX3CR1 and RIN2. Five CpGs are 246 

located on 5’ gene regulatory region, 4 CpGs on gene body, 2 CpGs on transcription start sites 247 

and 1 CpG on 3’ gene regulatory region. Notably, these 12 CpGs were mostly less methylated 248 

in persistent cocaine use group compared to never cocaine use group (Table 3, Figure 3). 249 

Figure 4 illustrates the mediation effect of cg26312951 (MX1), cg08122652 (PARP9), 250 

cg07839457 (NLRC5) and cg22917487 (CX3CR1) on persistent cocaine use affecting HIV 251 

severity.  252 

 253 

Biological pathways  254 

Twelve significant CpG mediators were annotated to 11 genes. These genes were significantly 255 

enriched in 6 biological pathways (Table 5).  These significant pathways were viral process 256 

(p=7.76E-08), response to cytokine (p=9.88E-07), defense response to virus (p=4.40E-06), 257 

regulation of viral process (p=7.50E-06), response to type I interferon (p=8.49E-06) and 258 

response to virus (p=1.48E-05).  259 

 260 

Discussion 261 

Our findings provide evidence that cocaine use worsens HIV severity and increases mortality 262 

among HIV-1 positive participants, and cocaine’s adverse effect is mediated by DNAm in blood. 263 

We identified 12 CpGs that collectively accounted for a total of 47.2% cocaine use’s adverse 264 
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effect on HIV severity. These CpGs, which are enriched in viral process and inflammatory 265 

response pathways, offer new insights into the mechanisms of how cocaine use may affect HIV 266 

outcomes through DNAm.   267 

 268 

These 12 CpGs are located in or near 11 biologically meaningful genes that were previously 269 

reported to be involved in inflammation, HIV-1 viral replication and other pathways that play 270 

critical roles in HIV progression. Specifically, cg06188083 on IFIT3 mediated 28.8% of the 271 

variation, and IFIT3 encodes an IFN-induced antiviral protein which acts as an inhibitor of viral 272 

processes and viral replication[57]. Another significant mediator CpG site, cg06188083, is 273 

located near interferon gene IFITM1. We previously reported hypomethylation of cg07839457 274 

due to HIV infection, which is located in the promoter region of NLRC5 [28]. This CpG site was 275 

also a significant mediator between cocaine and HIV severity in this study. NLRC5 plays an 276 

important role in cytokine response and antiviral immunity through its inhibition of NF-kappa-B 277 

activation and negative regulation of type I interferon signaling pathways[58]. The converging 278 

evidence on cg07839457 (NLRC5) warrants further investigation of its role in HIV infection and 279 

progression.  Another interesting CpG site, cg22917487 on CX3CR1, showed both strong 280 

association with persistent cocaine use and significant mediation effect of cocaine affecting HIV 281 

severity. CX3CR1 is involved in leukocyte adhesion and migration and was recently identified as 282 

an HIV-1 coreceptor [59]. Some studies also showed that genetic variants on CX3CR1 were 283 

associated with HIV susceptibility and rapid HIV progression to AIDS[60]. cg25114611, located 284 

in the promoter region of FKBP5, is also biologically plausible, given the implication for chronic 285 

cocaine administration upregulating FKBP5 expression in rats [61].  286 

 287 

The joint mediation effect of the 12 CpGs was less than the total sum of the mediation effects 288 

across the individual CpG. This result suggests that the mediation effect for 12 CpGs were not 289 
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entirely independent. CpGs located in the same gene or the biological pathways may 290 

collectively mediate cocaine use on HIV severity.  291 

 292 

There are several strengths of this study. First, instead of selecting candidate mediator CpGs 293 

based on literature or hypotheses, we applied an unbiased epigenome-wide screening to select 294 

CpGs associated with both cocaine use and HIV severity. Second, to limit self-reporting bias of 295 

cocaine use, we leveraged longitudinal data in defining persistent cocaine use and never 296 

cocaine use. We included only those participants who consistently reported cocaine use or no 297 

cocaine use across all 5 visits for the selection of candidate CpGs and the mediation analyses. 298 

Lastly, we used the average VACS index after blood collection so that DNAm 299 

measurements(mediator) preceded HIV severity(outcome) for the mediation analyses.    300 

 301 

One limitation of the study is that our sample size on mediation analyses is small. However, the 302 

strict definition of cocaine use helped reduced self-reporting bias and can potentially increase 303 

power by comparing extreme groups. Additionally, our samples consisted of mostly male 304 

veterans, which may limit the generalizability of our findings.    305 

 306 

In summary, we validated previous reports that use of cocaine worsened HIV severity and 307 

increased risk of all-cause mortality among HIV positive participants. More importantly, this 308 

study, for the first time, found that several biologically meaningful DNAm sites mediated the 309 

adverse effect of cocaine use on HIV severity. These results merit future studies to further 310 

explore the biological mechanisms revealed by these DNAm sites on how cocaine affects HIV 311 

disease outcomes.    312 
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Tables 314 

Table 1: Sample characteristics in HIV-positive participants 315 

  Baseline* 
Follow-up (time of blood 

collection)† 

Sample size 1435 875 

  Age [mean (sd)] 48.8 (8.1) 51.5 (7.7) 

  Sex    
 Male 1399 (97.5%) 861 (98.4%) 

Female 36 (2.5%) 14 (1.6%) 

  Race    
 Caucasian 290 (20.2%) 84 (9.6%)   

African American 964 (67.2%) 726 (83.0%)   

Other 181 (12.6%) 65 (7.4%)   

  Persistent Cocaine use status   
 Persistent cocaine use   265 (30.3%) 

Non-cocaine use   202 (23.1%) 

  Cocaine use at baseline (%)   
 have never tried 555 (38.7%)  

no use in the last year 540 (37.6%)  
less than once a month  122 (8.5%)  

1-3 times a month 103 (7.2%)  
1-3 times a week  39 (2.7%)  
≥4 times a week 76 (5.3%)  

  Cigarette smoking 762 (53.1%) 521 (59.5%) 

  VACS index‡ 30.0 (19.1) 
 

Average VACS index after blood 
collection[mean(sd)]   39.20 (22.4)  

  CD4+ count [mean (sd)] 418.7 (273.0) 440.02 (289.1) 

  log10 viral load [mean (sd)] 3.1 (1.2) 2.74 (1.2)  

  Antiviral medication adherence (%) 1117 (77.8%) 666 (76.1%) 

*Samples at baseline for the survival analysis 
 

†A subset of samples at the time of blood collection with DNA methylation measurements 

‡VACS index: Veteran Aging Cohort Study index 
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Table 2:  Association between cocaine use frequency and HIV severity and survival analysis 
among HIV-positive participants 

  

HIV severity* Mortality† 

Estimate SE T P value 
Hazard 

ratio 95% CI Z P value 

Cocaine use 
frequency‡ 1.00 0.28 3.65 2.70E-04 1.10 (1.02,1.19) 2.54 1.10E-02 

Sex (reference: male) 5.78 2.33 2.48 1.34E-02 0.27 (0.07,1.08) -1.86 6.33E-02 

Age‡ 1.09 0.05 23.58 < 2E-16 1.05 (1.04,1.07) 7.35 1.90E-13 

Race (reference: 
Caucasian)           

African American 7.30 0.94 7.73 2.00E-14 1.05 (0.80,1.39) 0.37 7.15E-01 

Other 5.33 1.31 4.08 4.80E-05 0.71 (0.47,1.09) -1.57 1.17E-01 

log 10 viral load‡ 4.72 0.36 13.11 < 2eE-16 1.07 2 1.36 1.73E-01 

CD4 count‡ -0.03 0.00 -19.05 < 2E-16 1.00 (1.00,1.00) -3.74 1.80E-04 

Antiviral medication 
adherence‡ 2.59 0.99 2.62 8.87E-03 1.02 (0.76,1.37) 0.13 8.95E-01 

*Summary statistics from linear regression model   
    †Summary statistics from Cox proportional hazards model  

   ‡Measured at baseline 
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 317 
Table 3: Epigenome-wide association(EWA) scan to select candidate CpGs 

 

CpG Chr Position 
Nearest 

gene 
Cocaine EWA 

effect size 
Cocaine EWA 

p-value 

VACS 
index* EWA 
effect size 

VACS index* 
EWA p-value 

Reference 
Gene Group 

Relations 
to CpG 
Islands 

cg22917487 3 39322103 CX3CR1 1.71E-02 1.69E-07 1.96E-04 1.73E-03 
Body;TSS200;5
UTR;TSS1500 

 cg07839457 16 57023022 NLRC5 -5.18E-02 3.16E-05 -7.08E-04 4.02E-04 TSS1500 N_Shore 

cg26312951 21 42797847 MX1 -3.93E-02 3.24E-05 -7.80E-04 2.50E-07 TSS200;5UTR N_Shore 

cg06188083 10 91093005 IFIT3 -5.06E-02 3.34E-05 -9.96E-04 4.76E-08 Body 
 

cg08122652 3 1.22E+08 PARP9 -6.13E-02 1.10E-04 -1.26E-03 2.30E-10 
5UTR;TSS150

0 N_Shore 

cg22385827 2 2.11E+08 C2orf67 8.10E-03 2.01E-04 1.20E-04 7.52E-04 TSS1500 Island 

cg22930808 3 1.22E+08 PARP9 -6.52E-02 2.44E-04 -1.17E-03 1.52E-06 
5UTR;TSS150

0 N_Shore 

cg06981309 3 1.46E+08 PLSCR1 -4.29E-02 2.63E-04 -5.72E-04 4.21E-04 5UTR N_Shore 

cg03753191 13 43566902 EPSTI1 -1.36E-02 2.81E-04 -2.44E-04 5.50E-05 TSS1500 S_Shore 

cg00096307 2 1.07E+08 UXS1 -1.12E-02 3.59E-04 1.74E-04 5.73E-04 Body 
 cg26396492 20 19915762 RIN2 -1.26E-02 4.76E-04 -2.00E-04 9.15E-04 Body 
 cg22940798 6 32805554 TAP2 -1.93E-02 4.82E-04 -2.89E-04 4.72E-04 Body N_Shore 

cg08623256 5 3858275 
 

-1.73E-02 6.96E-04 3.17E-04 7.18E-04 
 

S_Shelf 

cg08818207 6 32820355 TAP1 -2.67E-02 8.18E-04 -6.18E-04 2.11E-07 Body N_Shore 

cg03038262 11 315262 IFITM1 -2.98E-02 9.59E-04 -6.46E-04 7.65E-09 3UTR N_Shore 

*VACS index: Veteran Aging Cohort Study index 
  318 
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Table 4: Mediation analyses on candidate CpGs between cocaine use and VACS index* 321 

        

CpG Chr Position 
Nearest 

gene 
Reference 

Gene Group 
Relations to 
CpG Islands 

Average Causal Mediation Effect Proportion Mediated 
Avera

ge 
Direct 
Effect 

Total 
Effect 

Effect 
estimate 95% CI p value 

Proporti
on 

Mediated 95% CI p value 

cg26312951 21 42797847 MX1 TSS200;5UTR N_Shore 0.097 (0.051,0.153) 1.00E-06 29.5% (15.9%,53.0%) 1.00E-06 0.231 0.329 

cg08122652 3 122281939 PARP9 5UTR;TSS1500 N_Shore 0.092 (0.049,0.142) 1.00E-06 28.2% (15.7%,49.2%) 1.00E-06 0.236 0.329 

cg06188083 10 91093005 IFIT3 Body  0.095 (0.052,0.145) 2.00E-06 28.8% (16.2%,50.7%) 2.00E-06 0.234 0.329 

cg03038262 11 315262 IFITM1 3UTR N_Shore 0.078 (0.040,0.123) 4.00E-06 23.7% (12.4%,42.8%) 4.00E-06 0.251 0.329 

cg07839457 16 57023022 NLRC5 TSS1500 N_Shore 0.079 (0.038,0.127) 8.00E-06 24.0% (11.0%,47.5%) 8.00E-06 0.250 0.329 

cg22930808 3 122281881 PARP9 5UTR;TSS1500 N_Shore 0.091 (0.047,0.141) 8.00E-06 27.7% (15.1%,48.9%) 8.00E-06 0.237 0.329 

cg03753191 13 43566902 EPSTI1 TSS1500 S_Shore 0.078 (0.036,0.128) 3.90E-05 23.7% (10.6%,46.8%) 3.90E-05 0.251 0.329 

cg06981309 3 146260954 PLSCR1 5UTR N_Shore 0.074 (0.033,0.123) 4.70E-05 22.6% (10.7%,41.8%) 4.70E-05 0.254 0.329 

cg22940798 6 32805554 TAP2 Body N_Shore 0.058 (0.025,0.100) 5.70E-05 17.6% (7.6%,35.6%) 5.70E-05 0.271 0.329 

cg08818207 6 32820355 TAP1 Body N_Shore 0.081 (0.037,0.130) 5.80E-05 24.5% (11.9%,44.7%) 5.90E-05 0.248 0.329 

cg22917487 3 39322103 CX3CR1 Body;TSS200;5
UTR;TSS1500  

0.054 (0.015,0.104) 1.81E-03 16.3% (4.6%,34.4%) 1.81E-03 0.276 0.329 

cg26396492 20 19915762 RIN2 Body  0.037 (0.009,0.073) 3.07E-03 11.3% (2.7%,24.9%) 3.07E-03 0.291 0.329 
 322 
*VACS index: Veteran Aging Cohort Study index 323 
 324 
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Table 5: Gene ontology (GO) pathway enrichment analysis and joint 
mediation effect 

   

Term n % P value Genes CpG 
Fold 

Enrichment FDR* 

GO:0016032~viral process 8 73 7.76E-08 
PLSCR1, CX3CR1, 
IFITM1, IFIT3, MX1, 
TAP2, NLRC5, TAP1 

cg06981309,cg22917487,cg03038262,c
g06188083,cg26312951,cg22940798,c
g07839457,cg08818207 

15.1 9.89E-05 

GO:0034097~response to 
cytokine 7 64 9.88E-07 

PARP9, PLSCR1, 
CX3CR1, IFITM1, IFIT3, 
MX1, NLRC5 

cg08122652,cg06981309,cg22917487,c
g03038262,cg06188083,cg26312951,c
g07839457 

15.9 1.26E-03 

GO:0051607~defense 
response to virus 5 45 4.40E-06 PLSCR1, IFITM1, IFIT3, 

MX1, NLRC5 
cg06981309,cg03038262,cg06188083,c
g26312951,cg07839457 39.8 5.61E-03 

GO:0050792~regulation of 
viral process 5 45 7.50E-06 PLSCR1, IFITM1, MX1, 

TAP2, TAP1 
cg06981309,cg03038262,cg26312951,c
g22940798,cg08818207 34.8 9.56E-03 

GO:0034340~response to 
type I interferon 4 36 8.49E-06 IFITM1, IFIT3, MX1, 

NLRC5 
cg03038262,cg06188083,cg26312951,c
g07839457 93.5 1.08E-02 

GO:0009615~response to 
virus 5 45 1.48E-05 PLSCR1, IFITM1, IFIT3, 

MX1, NLRC5 
cg06981309,cg03038262,cg06188083,c
g26312951,cg07839457 29.3 1.88E-02 

 326 
*FDR: False discovery rate327 
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Figure Legends 328 
 329 
Figure 1. Timeline of data and blood sample collection for each analysis 330 

Figure 2. Kaplan Meier curves by cocaine use frequency at baseline among HIV-positive 331 

(n=1,463) and HIV-negative (n=795) participants. The higher frequency of cocaine use is 332 

associated with lower survival probability among HIV-positive participants, but not among HIV-333 

negative participants. 334 

Figure 3. DNA methylation level of the selected CpG mediators by persistent cocaine use 335 

status 336 

Figure 4. Significant mediation effect of cg26312951 (MX1),cg08122652(PARP9), cg07839457 337 

(NLRC5) and cg22917487 (CX3CR1) between persistent cocaine use and HIV severity 338 

(p<0.0033) 339 

Figure S1: Manhattan and quantile-quantile (QQ) plot of persistent cocaine use epigenome-340 

wide association (EWA) (λ=1.034) and HIV severity EWA (λ=1.116) 341 
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